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UK risks: politics is top of our list   

• Politics trumps most other risks: The Scottish referendum could 
split the UK, the general election could be followed by damaging 
economic policies, while the UK could vote itself out of a huge 
external market in 2017. We do not expect politicians to put a spanner 
in the works of recovery but these low-probability, huge-impact, 
events are worth watching very carefully.  

• Scottish independence looks less likely now: The yes campaign’s 
poll gains have halted the past few months. The “Better Together” 
campaign against Scottish independence retains a 10-15ppt lead. But 
the wide spread among polls makes it hard to judge the outcome. 

• The referendum matters: A yes vote would mean a huge spike in 
uncertainty. But a triumph by the no camp would still mean 
fundamental changes to the UK’s system of government. Either way, 
big changes to the UK economy are coming.  

• Rejecting independence would leave residual uncertainty: Unless 
the majority against independence were large, there could be 
continuing speculation about another referendum – as there was in 
Quebec through the 1980s. That could drag on investment. 

• More devolution would result from a no vote: All parties are 
planning to give further power to the Scottish parliament in the event 
of a no vote. If Scotland gets more power, the Welsh assembly, UK 
regions and cities could too. The latter might be more important than 
the former. 

• Further devolution could be positive: UK policymaking has 
become too centralised. Further devolution could mean policies are 
better tailored to local needs and might sharpen politicians’ incentives. 
The economic impact depends on how well any new powers are used: 
governments can be good and bad. Such is life. But the possibility of 
better policy could mean a more dynamic UK economy in the long 
term. This would be a very slow-burn change though. 

• Other political risks are more pressing: Brexit could have a huge 
impact. Fortunately, the electorate currently supports EU membership 
by an 8ppt margin. The general election is the bigger economic risk 
now, with the opposition Labour party maintaining a solid poll lead. 

Chart 1: Scottish polls stabilising 

 
No to independence campaign lead, excluding don’t knows. Source: UK Polling Report, What Scotland thinks. 
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Watch out for the big risks 

There are plenty of risks to the UK’s remarkable rebound, from weak wage 
growth to imminent interest rate hikes. But the dangers that really keep us 
awake at night are political. The Scottish independence referendum on 18 
September, general election in May 2015 and possible referendum on UK exit 
from the EU (Brexit) by 2017 have the potential to completely reshape the 
economy. By 2017, the UK economy could be some 10% smaller and out of 
the European single market. 

There is an eerie quiet ahead of the Scottish referendum. The pro-
independence campaign has not gained any ground in the polls for a few 
months now and markets seem to be assuming that this low-probability event 
is more or less irrelevant. But this vote matters, for two reasons. 

First, the result is not certain. The better-designed polls, in our view, give the 
Better Together campaign a wide lead. But other polls show a much closer 
race. We will not know which ones are right until the actual vote. 

Second, a rejection of independence would still mean big changes for the 
UK. Scots would get more power to set their own policies through further 
devolution. But Scotland does not exist in a vacuum. Wales could also seek 
further powers, as might local governments and big cities. Whatever the 
outcome of the Scottish vote, UK government will radically change. 

Wide spread of polls 
In advance of the vote, it is impossible to know which polls are the most 
accurate. Some record a very close race while others give the Better Together 
campaign a wide lead. We suspect the polls recording a wider no lead are 
asking a more appropriate question – how would you vote if a referendum 
were held tomorrow, rather than how would you vote in a referendum held 
in September. But there are many other uncertainties that could dwarf that as 
an explanation for poll differences. For instance, 16-17 year olds can vote in 
the referendum, but they will be hard to weight accurately given their lack of 
participation in previous elections. 

We expect Scotland to vote against independence. Indeed, the polling 
stability has lowered the chance of a yes vote since we last considered the 
impact of independence in Narrowing Scottish polls raise political risks (21 May 
2014). But the degree of uncertainty is still high. The possibility of a tight 
vote should not yet be dismissed. 

As we argued in our earlier note, a yes vote would produce a surge in 
uncertainty and a big hit to growth both north and south of the border. That 
would give politicians on both sides strong incentives to agree a “velvet 
divorce” quickly to stem the economic fallout. In the long run, it is the 
incentives that matter. There is no reason to think that Scotland could not 
eventually prosper as an independent country.  

Although we should not discount the chance of a yes vote, the stability of the 
polls in recent weeks means it is probably the implications of a no vote that 
are now more relevant. 
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First result of a no to independence: residual uncertainty 
Only a very wide majority against independence would put the issue to bed. 
Polls currently record upwards of 35-40% of voters in favour of 
independence. It is hard to imagine such a vote share eliminating secession 
talk. Much as in Quebec following the 1980 independence referendum there, 
nationalists would probably push for a second vote – meaning uncertainty 
about Scotland’s place in the UK would drag on. Uncertainty may well have 
driven some of Quebec’s relative decline between the 1980 and 1995 
referenda. 

Second result of a no vote: widespread devolution  
All parties have committed to considering further devolution of government 
powers to Scotland. Whether the referendum results in a yes or no, a large 
chunk of the Scottish electorate is demanding more say in government 
policies. Indeed, a wide majority want more devolution in the event of a no 
vote in the referendum. The latest poll from early June recorded 63% of 
voters in favour of the Scottish parliament becoming primarily responsibility 
for tax and spending decisions after a no vote in the referendum. 26% 
wanted no change from current arrangements with 11% undecided. 

Scotland does not operate in a vacuum. Further devolution of powers to 
Scotland would worsen the already chaotic British constitutional 
arrangements. The Welsh Assembly, for instance, may seek more powers. 
The “West Lothian” question would be even starker: Scottish members of 
the Westminster parliament can vote on policies that affect only England 
while English members cannot vote on some policies that affect Scotland. 
There is no major popular pressure to resolve this question, which is an issue 
more among the political elite than the public. Nevertheless, Scottish 
devolution could prompt wider changes to British governance. 

Scotland already has considerable control over domestic policies. It has 
authority over policies on health, education and training, housing, and parts 
of transport, to cite some examples. Scottish university students, for instance, 
do not currently have to pay fees – unlike their English counterparts. The 
Scottish parliament will get additional tax-raising powers from 2016 under the 
Scotland Act 2012. The main tax provisions in that legislation allow the 
Scottish parliament to vary income tax rates by up to 10ppt from those set by 
the Westminster parliament. 

The contradiction at the heart of current devolution policy is that while the 
Scottish parliament can spend money, it cannot raise very much 
independently. Scotland has powers over around 50% of government 
spending in the country, but only a little over 15% of taxation. In contrast, 
US states control about 50% of spending and nearly 35% of revenue. In 
Canada, the equivalent numbers are roughly 60% and 50%.1 

Moreover, cutting expenditure would not necessarily allow the Scottish 
government to materially cut the tax burden. Though it will be able to vary 
income tax considerably even after the Scotland Act, the vast majority of 
government revenue will come from tax beyond the Scottish parliament’s 
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control – mostly from a block grant from the Westminster parliament. That 
limits the Scottish parliament’s room for manoeuvre on policy and affects 
incentives: the tax benefits from policies to boost growth will not flow only 
to the Scottish government. Other countries allow “regions” to vary a wider 
range of taxes: for instance, sales taxes vary by state in the US. 

Increasing Scottish control over revenues does not necessarily equate to the 
power to vary taxes. Simply the power to collect taxes, whose incidence is set 
in Westminster, would increase Scottish control. For instance, VAT receipts 
from businesses in Scotland could be allocated to the Scottish government. If 
Scottish growth increased, so would Scottish tax revenues. 

What further powers might be devolved to Scotland? 
Whatever the precise solution, further Scottish devolution is likely to be 
heavily about tax-raising powers, giving the government greater ability to 
fund different priorities to the UK. For taxation, the trade-off is between 
autonomy for Scotland and the costs of collection plus the potential for 
distorting tax avoidance. That trade-off is less significant for sources of tax 
that are immobile – like houses – than it is for flighty parts of the tax base, 
like corporate profits. 

Based on that trade-off, the power to set tax rates will remain restricted. VAT 
and corporation tax rates, in particular, are unlikely to be devolved. The 
former would encourage firms to shift their profits between the countries in 
the UK. Similarly, the border effects from VAT could be significant for 
Scotland. It would not be much of an imposition for significant numbers of 
Scots to shop over the border in England if the Scottish VAT rate were 
higher. Indeed, the incentives would be to set it a little lower than in England 
to encourage extra shopping in Scotland. In any case, EU law forbids 
variation of VAT within national borders. 

Scotland may get extra autonomy on income tax. The Scotland Act still 
prevents the parliament from varying tax bands and relative tax rates eg all 
rates have to be raised or lowered, relative to the UK, by the same amount if 
Scotland chooses to use its new income tax powers. The Conservatives have 
proposed giving Scotland full income tax raising powers. Some low-yielding 
taxes could also be devolved, such as Air Passenger Duty. 

The major possible taxation change would be for chunks of tax receipts 
generated in Scotland to be allocated to the Scottish government. For 
instance, slugs of VAT receipts generated from businesses in Scotland could 
remain with the Scottish government, even if the tax were formally collected 
by the UK-wide tax authorities. 

On the spending and policy side, there may be additional devolution of 
welfare policy, as the Scottish Labour party has argued for. Specifically, it has 
argued for control of housing benefit, some social care policies, 
administration of employment tribunals and enforcement of equalities 
legislation to be transferred to Holyrood. 

More powers for Scotland could stimulate envy elsewhere. Currently, local 
councils have limited tax-raising powers, while the Welsh assembly, for 
instance, has more limited powers than the Scottish parliament. Regional 
parliaments in England never got off the ground during former Prime 
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Minister Tony Blair’s devolution push. A regional parliament for northeast 
England was rejected by voters with a 4 to 1 majority in a referendum. That 
seems to be mainly because regional parliaments were not offered any 
significant powers. Hence they appeared to be expensive talking shops, rather 
than ways of improving government or boosting local economies. 

Regional and city governments with real powers may receive greater support. 
There may be greater demand for them if Scotland got more powers. There 
will certainly be a great deal of political debate about English local democracy 
if Scottish powers are considered after the referendum. 

Some possible forms of devolution could worsen UK governance. For 
instance, setting up an English parliament is occasionally suggested as a 
solution to the West Lothian question. Given that England is, in terms of 
size, the dominant power in the union, such an arrangement could make 
governing difficult. Indeed, it might undermine the importance of a UK 
prime minister. Hence, this solution is unlikely. The most likely forms of 
response to further Scottish devolution would probably be to beef up the 
powers for cities and regional bodies. 

Mind the incentives: the economic effects of further devolution 
The benefits of devolution would depend on how well any new powers were 
exercised. That depends on incentives. If the Scottish parliament were 
responsible for a larger proportion of tax revenues, that could sharpen its 
incentives to set growth-enhancing policies.  

Even so, countries and regions can have good and bad governments even 
when they have tax-raising powers. Some countries end up persistently 
declining while others stay consistently near the top. There is little evidence 
that devolution has so far materially improved economic outcomes in 
Scotland. Significant autonomy over taxation and spending did not stop 
Detroit from declining relative to the rest of the US. The most that can be 
said about the likely outcome of further devolution is that Scottish voters 
would have more opportunity to choose national policies by voting in 
Scottish parliamentary elections. A similar argument applies to English 
regions or cities. It could make the UK a much more dynamic place, but it 
might not. 

Delving a bit deeper, the macroeconomic arguments revolve around 
efficiency gains versus losing economies of scale. Scotland benefits from 
economies of scale in UK government. Tax collection, legislating, and 
procurement costs, for instance, are currently spread over a population 
around 10 times the size of Scotland’s alone. On the other hand, pooling 
government involves jurisdictions giving up the freedom to tailor policies to 
local needs. Scotland, for instance, could probably cope better with higher 
immigration, and may see larger net gains from inward flows, than southern 
England, where space is at more of a premium. Scotland has a relatively large 
manufacturing sector compared to the UK overall, and the sector could 
benefit from different education and training policies or different 
infrastructure improvements. 

To make this more practical, it is worth comparing countries to firms. A big 
firm is not necessarily more valuable than the sum of its parts, as the break-
up of conglomerates in the past shows. A big firm is harder to manage than a 
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smaller one, much like a larger country is more difficult to manage. 
Inefficiencies can creep in, the more responsibilities increase. Equally, there 
are benefits to having several divisions under one umbrella because of risk 
pooling, sharing fixed costs, and potential collaboration. Some large firms 
perform extremely well eg Apple or Samsung. 

Ronald Coase, in 1937, described these trade-offs in terms of contracting 
costs. Writing detailed contracts between collaborators can be extremely 
costly (or impossible if there are many possible outcomes that need to be 
considered) so it may be better to house both people within the same firm. 
An example of where a devolution-type solution may not have worked well is 
the privatisation of London Underground maintenance contracts. The cost of 
specifying every eventuality in the contracts may have ended up absorbing 
much of any efficiency gains from greater private-sector efficiency. The point 
is that if devolution is to work better than current arrangements, Scotland 
needs autonomy without too many controls. It has to have the opportunity to 
succeed and fail, and reap the rewards or bear the costs accordingly. 

At present, power and policy is centralised in the UK. Regions and cities have 
little independent power. Some of the most economically successful countries 
in the world have more decentralised powers than the UK eg the US, 
Switzerland and Germany. The US in particular offers the potential for 
widely different policies between states. 

UK government responsibilities are somewhat chaotic at present – local 
governments, regional agencies, devolved powers to Scotland, a London 
mayor with sweeping powers but other big cities with much less autonomy. 
There could, in our view, be big benefits from cleaning up the mess and 
devolving government responsibilities to countries, regions and cities.  

From a macro perspective then, devolution could have benefits if a balance is 
struck between devolving more powers to Scotland and other areas of the 
UK, while not undermining economies of scale too far. The current situation 
is one in which too few powers are devolved rather than too many. The UK 
economy could become much more dynamic, with more competition 
between regions within it. 

That being said, all these issues will take a long time to play out. Agreeing a 
new devolution framework could take several years. Politicians may take even 
longer to begin to flex their new-found powers. Scotland has had the ability 
to change income tax rates by 3p up or down since 1998 but has never used 
it. The UK will fundamentally change in the next few years but it may not 
affect the macro-economy much in the short run. The more significant 
aspects of devolution for businesses could be through the specific policies 
adopted by governments. They are hard to anticipate, as it will depend on 
which parties are in power. But Scotland may become more left-leaning if it 
gained more devolved power.  
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More immediate political risks 

The Scottish referendum matters but a no vote – which is increasingly 
probable – would be unlikely to have significant economic impacts in the 
short term. The much more pressing risks are the UK general election in May 
2015 and the possibility of a Brexit vote by 2017. The latter would require the 
ruling Conservative party to win the upcoming general election, since the 
Labour and Liberal Democrat parties are not currently proposing a Brexit 
referendum. 

The risks from the general election are two-fold. First, the opposition Labour 
party could gain an outright majority, meaning its roster of – in our view – 
modestly damaging economic policies would be implemented. Second, if the 
governing Conservative party won the next election then it would hold a 
Brexit vote by the end of 2017. 

Both of those are significant risks, though we worry about the former more 
than the latter. For a start, Labour’s comfortable poll lead has been bouncing 
around 3-4ppt since March (Chart 2). With the UK’s skewed first-past-the-
post voting system, the Conservatives would have to beat Labour by about 
6ppt in the popular vote to win a majority in the House of Commons. That is 
a tall order. It would require a large swing of support towards the current 
governing party. 

Chart 2: Labour party has a steady lead 

 
Average of last eight polls, excluding the two most extreme results. Source: UK Polling Report 

It is too early to come down one way or the other on the general election. 
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accord now. These policies are significant for the industries concerned, 
although they do not yet add up to a severe economic shock. The real risk 
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much wider intervention. However, a Labour win would mean no Brexit 
referendum – at least on current policies. 
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Brexit by 2017 is a receding risk, not only because of the general election. 
The easing euro-crisis has coincided with a big swing in Brexit polls. In 
November 2012, a 20ppt majority of the British public were in favour of 
leaving the EU. That lead has steadily eroded, and in June YouGov’s poll 
showed a majority of 8ppt in favour of remaining in the EU. Even if there 
were a Brexit referendum, it is not clear that the UK would vote itself out. 
The majority for staying would rise to 35ppt if David Cameron endorsed any 
renegotiation deal with Brussels. 

Admittedly, the risks of Brexit have risen recently. Cameron installed a more 
eurosceptic Foreign Secretary during a reshuffle of government ministers this 
week. Moreover, he nominated the not widely known Lord Hill to the 
European Commission. Gaining a powerful economic portfolio in the 
Commission and driving reform from that position would have been one way 
to improve the UK’s chances of remaining in the EU. Combined with 
campaigning against Juncker as EU Commission President, Cameron’s Lord 
Hill nomination has probably modestly reduced the UK’s chances of gaining 
a favourable deal. Indeed, one of Juncker’s staff was widely quoted in the 
press saying that the president had had to google Lord Hill to find out who 
he was. 

 
Chart 2: Labour party has a steady lead 

 
Source: YouGov 
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Disclaimer 
 
This document was compiled by the above mentioned authors of the economics department of Joh. 
Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (hereinafter referred to as “the Bank”),. The Bank has made any effort to 
carefully research and process all information. The information has been obtained from sources which we 
believe to be reliable such as, for example, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and the relevant specialised press. 
However, we do not assume liability for the correctness and completeness of all information given. The 
provided information has not been checked by a third party, especially an independent auditing firm. We 
explicitly point to the stated date of preparation. The information given can become incorrect due to passage 
of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We do not assume responsibility to 
indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated document. The forecasts contained in this document or 
other statements on rates of return, capital gains or other accession are the personal opinion of the author 
and we do not assume liability for the realisation of these. 

This document is only for information purposes. It does not constitute a financial analysis within the meaning 
of § 34b or § 31 Subs. 2 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no investment 
advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. It does not replace consulting regarding legal, tax or 
financial matters. 

 
Remarks regarding foreign investors 
The preparation of this document is subject to regulation by German law. The distribution of this document 
in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons, into whose possession this document comes, 
should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. 
 
United Kingdom 
This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private 
customers. It is not for distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 
 

United States of America 
This document has been prepared exclusively by Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG. Although Berenberg 
Capital Markets LLC, an affiliate of the Bank and registered US broker-dealer, distributes this document to 
certain customers, Berenberg Capital Markets LLC does not provide input into its contents, nor does this 
document constitute research of Berenberg Capital Markets LLC. In addition, this document is meant 
exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private customers. It is not for 
distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 

This document is classified as objective for the purposes of FINRA rules. Please contact Berenberg Capital 
Markets LLC (+1 617.292.8200), if you require additional information. 
 

Copyright 
The Bank reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may be rewritten, 
copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without the Bank’s prior written 
consent. 
 
© May 2013 Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG  
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ECONOMICS

Holger Schmieding +44 20 3207 7889 Christian Schulz +44 20 3207 7878 Robert Wood +44 20 3207 7822

EQUITY SALES E-mail: firstname.lastname@berenberg.com; Internet www.berenberg.com

SPECIALIST SALES SALES SALES TRADING

BANKS & DIVERSIFIED FINANCIALS LONDON HAMBURG

Iro Papadopoulou +44 20 3207 7924 John von Berenberg-Consbruch +44 20 3207 7805 Paul Dontenwill +49 40 350 60 563

Matt Chawner +44 20 3207 7847 Peter Dorawa +49 40 350 60 761

CONSUMER Toby Flaux +44 20 3465 2745 Alexander Heinz +49 40 350 60 359

Rupert Trotter +44 20 3207 7815 Karl Hancock +44 20 3207 7803 Gregor Labahn +49 40 350 60 571

Sean Heath +44 20 3465 2742 Chris McKeand +49 40 350 60 798

HEALTHCARE James Hipkiss +44 20 3465 2620 Fin Schaffer +49 40 350 60 596

Frazer Hall +44 20 3207 7875 David Hogg +44 20 3465 2628 Lars Schwartau +49 40 350 60 450

Zubin Hubner +44 20 3207 7885 Marvin Schweden +49 40 350 60 576

INDUSTRIALS Ben Hutton +44 20 3207 7804 Tim Storm +49 40 350 60 415

Chris Armstrong +44 20 3207 7809 James Matthews +44 20 3207 7807 Philipp Wiechmann +49 40 350 60 346

David Mortlock +44 20 3207 7850

INSURANCE Peter Nichols +44 20 3207 7810 LONDON

Trevor Moss +44 20 3207 7893 Richard Payman +44 20 3207 7825 Mike Berry +44 20 3465 2755

George Smibert +44 20 3207 7911 Stewart Cook +44 20 3465 2752

MEDIA & TELECOMMUNICATIONS Anita Surana +44 20 3207 7855 Simon Messman +44 20 3465 2754

Julia Thannheiser +44 20 3465 2676 Paul Walker +44 20 3465 2632 Paul Somers +44 20 3465 2753

Alexander Woodgate +44 20 3465 2625

TECHNOLOGY SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS

Jean Beaubois +44 20 3207 7835 PARIS Max von Doetinchem +44 20 3207 7826

Miel Bakker +33 1 5844 9505

UTILITIES Dalila Farigoule +33 1 5844 9510 CRM

Benita Barretto +44 20 3207 7829 Clémence La Clavière-Peyraud +33 1 5844 9521 Laura Cooper +44 20 3207 7806

Olivier Thibert +33 1 5844 9512 Greg Swallow +44 20 3207 7833

SALES

BENELUX SCANDINAVIA CORPORATE ACCESS

Miel Bakker +33 1 5844 9505 Ronald Bernette +44 20 3207 7828 Jennie Jiricny +44 20 3207 7886

Susette Mantzel +49 40 350 60 694 Marco Weiss +49 40 350 60 719

Alexander Wace +44 20 3465 2670 EVENTS

ZURICH Charlotte Kilby +44 20 3207 7832

FRANKFURT Stephan Hofer +41 44 283 2029 Natalie Meech +44 20 3207 7831

Michael Brauburger +49 69 91 30 90 741 Carsten Kinder +41 44 283 2024 Charlotte Reeves +44 20 3465 2671

Nina Buechs +49 69 91 30 90 735 Gianni Lavigna +41 44 283 2038 Sarah Weyman +44 20 3207 7801

André Grosskurth +49 69 91 30 90 734 James Nettleton +41 44 283 2026 Hannah Whitehead +44 20 3207 7922

Boris Koegel +49 69 91 30 90 740 Benjamin Stillfried +41 44 283 2033

Joerg Wenzel +49 69 91 30 90 743

US SALES E-mail: firstname.lastname@berenberg-us.com; Internet www.berenberg.com

BERENBERG CAPITAL MARKETS LLC Member FINRA & SIPC

Colin Andrade +1 617 292 8230 Kelleigh Faldi +1 617 292 8288 Kieran O'Sullivan +1 617 292 8292

Cathal Carroll +1 646 445 7206 Shawna Giust +1 646 445 7216 Jonathan Paterson +1 646 445 7212

Burr Clark +1 617 292 8282 Andrew Holder +1 617 292 8222 Jonathan Saxon +1 646 445 7202

Julie Doherty +1 617 292 8228 Emily Mouret +1 646 445 7204
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